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From: Kendal Oler <oler.kendal@gmail.com>
Sent: January 10, 2020 6:57 PM
To: FLNR Old Growth BC FLNR:EX <Oldgrowthbc@gov.bc.ca>
Subject: Old Growth Strategy
This is what happens when you create an environment where the people that are supposed to create policies to make
our wildlife safe are swayed by an uneducated public, limiting the tools they can use to prevent this. Cattle grazing,
thinning, and in some cases clear cut older timber out and replanting new trees. Allowing our Forest professionals to
keep our Forests at a healthy balance is the key to preventing this. It gets hot every summer and if you create the
prefect storm for forest fires this will happen. #fuel #wind #heat the only one we can control is the fuel so let’s control
it!!!!

Thanks to all the Greens, Parks & Wildlife that have expanded our National and State parks but closed it to

recreational vehicles & users
Thanks to all the Greens who have reduced controlled burns
Thanks to the Greenies who chained themselves to trees to get over inflated media attention.
Thanks to the media for giving them a over inflated prime time narrative to achieve their goals.
Thanks to the state & council legislation to stop roadside firewood collection
Thanks to the council-shires who won’t allow trees to be felled on private property
Thanks to the Government for stopping grazing in the High Country
Thanks to the lack of roadside grass cutting by council/shires
Thanks to the Greens & Media for brainwashing the next generation.
And you have the audacity to blame climate change!
Hope the movement you have created take full responsibility for the horrific bushfires that are ripping the heart and
soul from so many towns and communities in our country...
I have to ask, how many greenies are at the fire front trying to help these communities? How many are chaining
themselves to trees? How many are out rescuing the wildlife or that special rare plant species?
To all you greenies and voters that support this abject stupidity. YOU HAVE THE BLOOD OF THIS NATION ON YOUR
HANDS.
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